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A Conversation with translator Brett Foster
 

Transom:
The first two sonnets are conversations concerning Cecco Angolieri’s speaker

and his bawdy beloved, “Becchina.” In the Italian, these bits of speech have a

kind of bouncing musicality that it must have been very difficult to render in

English. Can you talk about how you approached the “talkiness” of these

poems?

 

Foster:
Those opening two “conversation” sonnets are really striking poems, aren’t

they? In at least two ways: formally, in terms of how Angiolieri paces the

speakers’ exchanges to line up with unit shifts in the sonnet structure. I

regularly teach Aeschylus’ Oresteia, and I remember looking at the terse,

confrontational back-and-forth speeches between Agamemnon and

Clytemnestra when I was working on some of these dialogue sonnets.

(Angiolieri wrote about six or seven of these, total.) It’s called stichomythia in

the context of Greek tragedy. There’s a technical name for this effect in

medieval Italian poetry, too—battibecco—which I have GOT to think becomes

a sly pun on Angiolieri’s part, since one of his speakers in these poems is

always Becchina. Second, there is just the very colloquial quality to the

voices, too—it’s like those awkward times when you happen to walk by a

couple in an intense conversation and realize too late that they are having a

very public argument or break-up moment. I’m glad these two manage to give

that impression of “talkiness”—with all of these poems, I have tried to capture

that immediacy that you can here so clearly in the Italian originals, and having

to make that work and sound believable in heated dialogue is a special

challenge. 
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These poems also present a special opportunity to give readers a very direct

portrayal of Becchina; she is mentioned frequently through the sonnets, but

usually Angiolieri’s speaker is complaining about her rudeness or anger.

Here, we get to hear her, and so I wanted to give a sense of a woman who

swears pretty naturally, and who is clearly getting fed up with her lover’s

melodramatic antics. In some ways, then, Becchina represents the subversive

poet’s point of view—they both find the high lyrical dramas of the day’s love

poetry to be a little much, rather over the top. “Enough already!” she is often

saying in these dialogue poems. I think Angiolieri felt that, too, about the

fashionable “high” literary poetry of his day. 

 

The first one, “His Heart, Jumped,” is additionally odd because of the

triangulation of the conversation. It took me a while to understand that the

speaker’s opening cries for help are answered by a passerby, first of all, and

only mid-poem does Becchina enter and resume her insults and cruel

rejection of Angiolieri’s speaker. With this poem, we glimpse again, but by a

different effect, that winking, parodying element to Angiolieri’s treatment of

love; he is used to Dante, Cavalcanti and others writing these highly plaintive,

you’ve-made-me-swoon poems of a lover’s despair, and so Angiolieri has

great fun literalizing and overdoing the whole situation—i.e., the beloved has

been so cruel it’s like the sad lover has been beaten or mugged in the street.

There’s something really funny about it. It’s like Becchina has snatched the

speaker’s heart, much like someone might have his iPhone stolen today. So

it’s mainly fun and games … until it’s not. Look at the last tercet in the second

dialogue sonnet, for example: “Now if you felt pity that would match your

beauty / … / you’d say, and say genuinely, ‘Choose me.’” That sounds so

tender and “straight” to me. That’s so characteristic of Angiolieri: he mimics

the more elevated language of the dolce stil nuovo poets perfectly, only to

overturn, deflate, or blow up that more courtly voice later in the poem, or,

conversely, here you are reading along thanking, “My, what a ridiculous love

farce” this is, until suddenly you shift, the voice gets more solemn, and it’s like

that scene with John Cusack holding the radio above his head in Say

Anything—so serious! So vulnerable!
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Transom:
Willis Barnstone, in The Poetics of Translation, says, “If the original authors of

any work of art are to live in other tongues, their existence depends on a

blurring of authorships, on a sympathetic and partial surrender of single

property ownership to another author, the poet translator.” Do you agree with

this claim? And if so, how do you see your own voice and Angolieri's blurring

in these translations? 

 

Foster:
I love Barnstone’s The Poetics of Translation, first of all. It’s so smart, with

points drawn from decades full of the practice of literary translation. And it’s

refreshingly provocative in various places, too. A thrilling read. That said, I

would have to nuance somewhat that notion, and it’s a noble notion sure to

inspire most translators, about the “blurring of authorships.” I could easily say

that is the case sometimes, and we can all think of cases where the poet

seemed made to render the voice of another poet. Holderlin’s Sophocles is a

famous example. A more recent example that comes to my mind is William

Matthews’ versions of Martial. There, I remember thinking, wow, they almost

could be one poet, or poet-translator, just appearing with two millennia

between them. 

 

Translating Angiolieri, though, has made me think about the relationship a

little differently. They key word in Barnstone’s formulation remains for me

“sympathetic,” because I might venture to say that the one core requirement

for a successful translation project is that presence of sympathy. To me, this

sounds different from that stricter notion of a blurring of authorships, whereby

voices are so attuned, and one poet is able to identify so well with another.

My emphasis on sympathy is more qualified but also allows for a broader

range of possible partnerships between poet and translator.
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In the case of Angiolieri, I have enjoyed the experience of translating his

sonnets precisely because my own poetry typically does NOT sound like his

poetry—not at all! Yet I’ve seen in recent years where this ongoing

engagement with the more raucous, hell-bent voice in these sonnets has

given at times a new robustness, a certain conversational looseness, in my

own poems. If you have a penchant for drifting toward too earnest,

introspective regions lyrically, then translating a very colloquial, “comic-

realistic” poet such as Angiolieri can be a tonic to help with that. Or at least

I’ve recognized that louder, harsher voice in my own poems more recently.

My point about sympathy, though, is that is can exist without some deep

requirement that your own writer’s voice “line up with” or complement the

voice of the one you’re translating. What I’m trying to say is, the very fact that

Angiolieri’s voice is a largely foreign one to me makes the challenge of getting

the lines right, and making them believable, a very enjoyable one, like a

magpie’s puzzle: Can I throw my own voice out there in a different direction,

and render this guy’s poems in ways that hold up?

 

 

Transom:
Angiolieri was a contemporary of Dante, known for his tenzone (poets’ battle)

with Dante. Did you ever feel like you were battling Angolieri while doing

these translations?
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Foster:
What a fun question! Battling with Angiolieri—the very thought makes me a

little frightened, really. Seriously, when I first encountered the three sonnets

we have of Angiolieri’s addressed to Dante, well, I just couldn’t believe the

audacity and testiness of them, and their mocking quality. It is a great way to

be reminded that, to us, Dante will always be the great medieval poet of

Christian epic, but in this more social, literary context, he was clearly in

Angiolieri’s estimation a haughty young poet from Florence. (Since Angiolieri

is from the rival city of Siena, these two poets were destined not to like each

other very much regardless of their differences of literary style.) Unfortunately,

none of Dante’s responses to Cecco, if he deigned to write any, exist, though

I like to think that Angiolieri may have been very much on Dante’s mind when

we writes, deep in Inferno, “Everyone knows all Sienese are vain”!

 

So to get back to the question, No, it really has never felt like a poets’ battle,

or contest of voices, with Angiolieri. I just don’t think that’s the natural

relationship between poet and translator, though I suppose in certain cases it

could be that. For me, I’ve often thought with this project of wishing to be in

service to Angiolieri—by getting his name and his poetry out there again,

since he’s largely unknown even to readers of older poetry, and by trying to

arrive at versions of his poems that do justice to this lively, mischievous,

sometimes bullish voice of his. This more altruistic view also involves, looking

a little further outward, giving readers a more enriched, diversified awareness

of medieval lyric poetry—in Italy in this case, but really, most countries can

boast of a poet or school of poets that worked in a similar counter- or anti-

lyrical, more colloquial, more comic-realistic camp. I remember reading a few

of Cecco’s poems for the first time, and asking myself, “When was this guy

writing??” I knew mainly the lyrics of Dante and Cavalcanti, and so figured all

medieval poetry sounded pretty much like that. Not so much.
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Finally, I will say this: if I rarely think of a face-off with Angiolieri, I am

sometimes haunted by the thought of what he might make of this or that

English version of this or that sonnet. I mean, that’s probably every

translator’s nightmare, right? You have to endure the original poet, somehow

back to life and looking over your shoulder, saying, “Hold on, hold on, you’re

saying that THIS is the best that you can do with my poem?” A wretched

thought! And something tells me Angiolieri would hardly hold back in telling

me exactly what he thinks of my efforts! Really, I think we like to romanticize

those poets whose work means so much to us, especially if we’re translating

them. But in Angiolieri’s case, he really was a roguish individual, by all

accounts— impulsive, quick temper, you get the picture. A part of me thinks,

“Hey, he’d be crazy fun to hang out with.” But another part of me thinks,

“Uhm, no, no thanks, I think I’ll just chill here tonight … but you go knock

yourself out!” And it sounds like he often did. 

 

I usually get this sinking feeling when I have finished a new sonnet, yet I know

that I haven’t reached those different registers of the voice in the original. I

have the paraphrasable content more or less accurate, but the heart of the

poem just hasn’t come through my language yet. It still feels generic or inert,

and all the while I’m remembering that Angiolieri’s poems were for a long time

thought to be mere tavern songs. At that point I hear a different voice, or more

precisely, a line from a little poem by Carl Rakosi, which says something like,

“C’mon! Help me get a little more life into this damn poem!” 
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And here’s one last haunting, but a good one: I had a chance to present some

of these sonnets at an arts festival in Orvieto, and they arranged for a local

actor, a lovely man named Andrea, to recite the original sonnet just before I

read the translation. That was a grand time, of course, but I mainly remember

thinking, after every poem Andrea read, usually so that it drew laughter from

the audience, “Wow, these sonnets of Angiolieri’s really do have bite, like a

David Mamet speech or a Louis C. K. routine or something.” And they are

very much enjoying, you could also tell this from Andrea’s readings, their own

hyperbolic performances. There’s a preening quality to the sonnets, but also

that slight smile that tells you the poem is self aware of its own posturing, as if

it’s saying, “I’m really making this ridiculous, aren’t I?”

 

Transom:
You’ve described some other translations of Angolieri, including those by

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, as “misleadingly elegant” in that they lack the

“familiar, streetwise quality” that you try to capture in your translations. This

approach might seem like a “modernization” of Angolieri, but you also adhere

to the traditional formal constraints of the sonnet quite strictly. Do you see

Angolieri’s poems as rooted in their place and time or somehow timeless? Or

would you like to reject that binary entirely?
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Foster:
That’s a really challenging final question, and if you translate older poetry

especially, I imagine it’s one that you would usually like to avoid, or at least

avoid having to answer it in a straightforward, either/or style. I think the

translator of early poetry is always trying somehow to have it both ways, to

answer that question about historical rootedness or timelessness with an

emphatic, “Yes!” That is, the translator has dual, competing goals—to make

the rendering sound like a poem that was written eight hundred years ago, but

also to make the reader feel like they have gone back in time eight hundred

years and get to feel like a first reader of that poem, the first person shown

the poem shortly after Angiolieri has penned it. But how much feeling of

linguistic and cultural immediacy actually does a disservice to the poem, its

author, and the literary history surrounding them? 

 

I am always striving for immediacy in my versions, or that “streetwise” quality

that you mentioned, but on the other hand, I value tremendously the fact that I

am trying to make readers today appreciative of a medieval lyric poem that

takes us briefly to its particular literary milieu in Siena. So, as for those

priorities that may help reach back in that way, that may estrange the poem,

so to speak, so that it is both “hearable” but also with an air of the past and in

a different accent, I do think following the original sonnet form and its various

effects in Angiolieri’s hands has made a lot of sense. That alone gives the

poem, however rascally it is, a certain polished, poised quality that for many

will mark it as different.
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Thinking beyond the form question, there are usually a few other presences

that will invite the translator to decide how much she wishes, or is willing, to

update or domesticate an older poem, and maybe one whose circumstances

or literary conventions were much more familiar to first readers, but are lost to

us now, or strike us as bizarre. For example, in one poem Angiolieri is

appealing to the devil, saying, “Please take either me or my father, but please

take one of us, I just can’t stand it anymore.” Reading through the notes in

about a half dozen Italian editions of the sonnets made it clear that Angiolieri

was drawing upon a popular convention there, but I myself certainly wouldn’t

have known that offhand. And, more sensitively what do you do when a poem

refers to the legend of the Wandering Jew? Or, even more unsettlingly,

makes a rather harsh comment about usurers? You really can’t count on

modern readers to track with that, but in these cases, it has felt like a too

radical departure to ignore these references or transform them into some

equivalent that fits our cultural moment better. In one poem, Angiolieri refers

to a very popular preacher, and it was all I could do to resist ending one line

with “Rick Warren”! Likewise, I wavered at first when encountering a place

name or geographical reference in Italy that would be obscure today.

References to the pier at Genoa, the Strait of Messina, an area known for its

salt, a particular kind of wine. Ultimately, I decided that I really had to retain

these moments— I mean, they are some of the clearest features that make it

an Italian poem, even if you’re reading it in English. I’m really not interested in

presenting a Cecco Angiolieri inhabiting the western suburbs of Chicago! But I

do want him to sound like someone you might overhear there, some big

mouth who has a knack for making you shake your head and laugh all at the

same time.
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Your word “modernization” brings to mind one last relevant detail here. When

I first began working on translations of these sonnets a few years ago, I was

so keen to make Angiolieri sound local and contemporary—to make it clear

that Angiolieri’s voice was more conversational and approachable than

previous versions had suggested—that I went out of my way to include a

number of anachronisms. For example, in one of the several where he

laments his poverty, I was trying to find some way to make the speaker say

he couldn’t get one 20-dollar bill from the ATM machine. Some of these

divergences worked all right as local effects, but I finally ended up removing

these obvious modernizations because, as one reader I valued put it, these

moments seemed at odds with the care I was taking in rendering the forms

and aspiring toward a general accuracy. 

 

In other words, such ostentatious moments might misleadingly give the

impression that I was playing fast and loose with Angiolieri’s original poems,

and adding anything whenever I felt like it. So I revised those poems and lost

the anachronisms, but I still see them as one of the ways that enabled me to

complete those first few poems. And that anachronistic spirit does remain in

one aspect of my versions—in each poem’s “tag title,” which often feel free to

echo or allude to our own culture or idioms today. Angiolieri had no titles for

his sonnets; those tag titles are totally on me.
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And finally, my criticism of Rossetti may be unfair, and I’m certainly beholden

to him for being the first person to render twenty or so sonnets of Angiolieri

into English. But as you mentioned, the overall tone of these poems is just too

often very muted, and the voice sounds very composed. Why is this? I think

for one thing, Rossetti is just a massive lyrical talent, and could hardly write a

line that didn’t have it’s own occasion for singing in it. There’s also that

humbling way that we are shaped by the language and—what’s the right

word?—comportment of our own era. And so, Rossetti’s Angiolieri poems

have that limitation of restraint, a kind of starchy quality, that we might come

to expect from a Victorian effort to present this voice of Angiolieri’s, which is

so often mocking, self-deprecating, clearly wishing to have fun, and prone to

awkward, off-color passages. 

 

 

In one of Rossetti’s versions, he has a footnote following a rather veiled,

vague passage, explaining seriously that the original was so coarse that it

really could not be made as explicit in the English as it is in the Italian. My

feeling is, if you’re going to write that footnote, you’re probably not the ideal

person to be Angiolieri’s translator. This may sound contradictory to my earlier

answer about needing only sympathy, as opposed to a deep identification

with the poet, when translating another poet. But in the case of Rossetti and

Angiolieri, you sense a rather opposite sensibility. In other words, there’s a

reason that Rossetti did so well when translating the great and graceful

Dante, and his highly idealized treatments of Beatrice. He has the lyrical

heights for that; as for me, right now I’m happy to focus instead on these wine

songs, date-disaster poems, and complaints about being broke, all of which

you find in Angiolieri’s very entertaining sonnets.
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His Heart, Jumped
 

   C’mon someone, come here, out in the street!

“What happened, you S.O.B.?” I’ve been robbed!

“Who did it?” One who seems to cut as neatly

as a razor, so cleanly did it rub.

   “Clearly you should’ve given her the sword.”

I’d rather stab myself. “What, are you nuts?”

It confuses me, your choosing this word.

“You poor bum, has she blinded your sockets?”         [Enter Becchina,

interrupting . . .]

   Do you see how it looks to anyone aware?

Give me what you took! O, God take you, go!

But make it slow— I want to weep a fountain

   that you’re leaving. With sadistic tears?

May your wounds be stitched with further pain!

Now who’s killed me? How the hell would I know?        (16)
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   “Accorri, accorri, accorri, uom, a la strada!”

“Che ha’, fi’ de la putta?” “I’ son rubato.”

“Chi t’ha rubato?” “Una che par che rada

come rasoi’, sì m’ha netto lasciato.”

   “Or come non le davi de la spada?”

“I’ dare’ anzi a me.” “Or se’ ’mpazzato?”

“Non so che ’l dà.” “Così mi par che vada:

Or t’avess’ella cieco, sciagurato?”

   “E vedi che ne pare a que’ che ’l sanno?”

“Di’ quel che tu mi rubi!” “Or va’ con Dio!

Ma ha anda’ pian, ch’i’ vo’ pianger lo danno,

   Ché ti diparti.” “Con animo rio?”

“Tu abbi ’l danno con tutto ’l malanno!”

“Or chi m’ha morto?” “E che diavol sacc’io?”        (XVI)
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Fights & Flights
 

   All right, enough already, I mean please,

it’s good that there’s a stop to everything.

Love, I could escape all this as easily

as a chick might soar, or even flap its wings.

   You—, now you’re really pissing me off,

yet it always goes as it will. I know this well.

My soul, why do you have to say this stuff?

Should I jump off of a cliff? Would that be swell?

   Thanks be to God if you had leapt head-first!

I’d love to hear about this breaking news

since nothing else will make your bubble burst.

   Now, if you felt pity to match your beauty,

unless my thinking is without a clue,

you’d say, and say genuinely, “Choose me.”        (22)
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     “Deh, bastat’oggimai, per cortesia,

in verità, ché tutt’ha bel posare.”

“Certo, amore, così far lo poria

come gallucio potesse volare.”

   “Tu mi fara’ venir tal bizzarria

qual i’ mi so, puo’ che così dè andare.”

“Perché dici così, anima mia?

ha’ voglia ch’i’ mi vad’a trarripare?”

   “Volesse Dio che tu fossi già mosso,

ch’assa’ mi piaceria cotal novella, 

dapoi che rimaner far non ti posso.”

   “Or, stu fossi pietosa come bella, 

se ’l mi’ penser non m’inganna di grosso, 

de la persona tua diresti: “Tèlla.”        (XXII)
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A Singular Proof
 

   As many water drops are in the sea,

my heart is filled with even greater sorrows

since I was bold to pluck the budding flower

that she felt fit to offer up to me.

   That one, whose perfection’s so concocted,

God had no distractions when he made her,

and anyone who says, “Love’s your masquerader,”

just go and see her, listen to her talk.

   I’m sure you’d have a heart made all of stone

if, returning, you weren’t love struck, realizing

enough to say: “Cecco, your sonnet lies!”

   For she has such a lovely looking form,

no lady in this world compares, not one.

Far better if that face were not yet born!        (44)
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   E’ non ha tante gocciole nel mare

ched i’ non abbia più pentute ’n core,

ch’i’ concedetti di prender la fiore,

ch’ella degnò di volermi donare 

   quella che Di’ non ebb’altro che fare

quando la fece, tant’ha ’n sé valore;

e chi dicesse: “Te ne ’nganna Amore”

vad’a vederla e a udirla parlare;

   e abbia cuor di pietra, baldamente,

se non ritorna di lei ’nnamorato,

sì dica: “Cecco, ’l tu’ sonetto mente.”

   Ch’ell’ha ’l su’ viso tanto dilicato 

com’al mondo non ha nessun vivente;

così non fosse quel vis’ancor nato!        (XLIV)
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There’s the Rub
 

   Cursed be the hour, the instant, and the day,

the week and the month and the calendar year

when my lady played me like an amateur,

which from my heart cut all my peace away 

   and so surrounded it round, soon replaced

with impious fury, anger and pain,

that I’d be better off with fewer complaints

if my heart were thrown in a fiery furnace.

   Pain is better than pain plus something worse,

though neither one is ever any good.

So I ask for pain alone; more’s for fools.

   And this I declare by my very soul,

that if I didn’t fear whatever’s worse,

I would have died already if I could.        (52)
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   Maledetta sie l’or’e ’l  punt’e ’l giorno

e la semana e ’l mese e tutto l’anno

che la mia donna mi fece uno d’nganno,

il quale m’ha tolt’al cor ogni soggiorno 

   ed hal sì ’nvolto tutto ’ntorno intorno

d’empiezza, di’ra, di noia e d’affanno

che, per mio bene o per mi’ minor danno,

vorrêlo ’nanzi ’n un ardente forno.

   Però che megli’è mal che mal e peggio,

avvegna l’un e l’altro buon non sia:

ma, per aver men pena, il male cheggio.

   E questo dico per l’anima mia;

ché, se non fosse ch’i’ temo la peggio,

i medesimo già morto m’avria.        (LII)
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Sagrantino Nights
 

   All year long I’ve struggled to refuse

all of my vices, ones daily maintained.

Now drinking is the only thing remaining,

which in God’s eyes is cool, totally excused.

   For every morning, as soon as I awake,

my body’s full of salt, feels all amiss.

So tell me, then: who’s able to resist

the chance to bathe the tongue, the palate slake?

   But keep it if the grape’s not from Vernaccia or Greece,

far surpassing house wine. That’s a lousy mess

just like my lady when she hunts for me, out late.

Hey, blessings to you, wine’s first cultivator,

who fills me up all day with happiness.

You’ll never hear a nasty word from me.        (75)
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   Tutto quest’anno ch’è, mi son frustato

de tutti i vizi che solia avere;

non m’è rimaso se non quel di bere,

del quel me n’abbi Iddio per escusato.

   Ché la mattina, quando son levato,

el corpo pien di sal mi par avere;

adunque, di’: chi se poria tenere

di non bagnarsi la lingua e ’l palato?

   E non vorria se non greco e vernaccia,

ché mi fa maggior noia il vin latino 

che la mia donna, quand’ella mi caccia.

   Deh, ben abbi chi prima pose ’l vino, 

che tutto ’l dì mi fa star in bonaccia:

i’ non ne fo però un mal latino.        (LXXV)
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Longevity and Other Curses
 

   If I believed I’d live a single day

more than he who makes my living grim, 

I’d give all thanks to Christ, say prayers to him:

but there’s as much a chance I’ll fly away.

   It’s far more likely Genoa’s great pier

will fall because a goat gives it a head-butt:

my Dad’s so stuffed with dough earned brutishly

no chill will enter him from head to rear.

   The one I’m speaking of, this guy’s my father,

who’s happiest when he’s disturbing me,

more than eyes that look on God in heaven.

   Watch carefully and see why I’m so bothered:

Dr. Taddeo, seeing him last week,

said: “It’ll take old age to make him leave.”        (77)
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   Sed i’ credesse vivar un dì solo

più di colui che mi fa vivar tristo,

assa’ di volte ringraziere’ Cristo:

ma i’ credo che fie pur com’i’ volo.

   Ché potrebb’anzi di Genova ’l molo

cader, ch’un becco vi desse de bisto:

chéd e’ l’ha sì borrato ’l malacquisto

che già non li entrerà freddo per polo.

   Que’ di cu’ dico si è ’l padre meo,

c’ha di noiarmi maggior allegrezza 

che non ha l’occhio che ’n ciel vede Deo.

   Vedete ben s’i’ debbi’ aver empiezza! 

vedendolo l’altrier, masto Taddeo

disse: “E’ non morrà che di vecchiezza.”        (LXXVII)
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Cecco Angiolieri (issue 7) was born in Siena in 1260. He is best known for his

sonnet “S’i’ fosse fuoco” [If I were fire, I’d torch the whole world] and his

tenzone, or poets’ battle, with Dante. His work is decidedly different in spirit

and style from that of Dante and of other dolcestilnuovo poets, and better

represents the comic-realistic tradition of lyric poetry. 

 

Brett Foster (issue 7) is the author of two poetry collections, The Garbage

Eater (Triquarterly Books/Northwestern University Press) and Fall Run Road,

which was awarded Finishing Line Press’s Open Chapbook Prize. His

translations of Cecco Angiolieri’s sonnets have appeared in numerous

Italianist publications and literary journals, including Italian Poetry Review,

Journal of Italian Translation, Yale Italian Poetry, Green Mountains Review,

Metamorphoses, Smartish Pace, Tupelo Quarterly, and Unsplendid. One

sonnet was awarded the Willis Barnstone Translation Prize, and appeared in

The Evansville Review. A recipient of a PEN American Center translation

grant, he is completing Elemental Rebel: The Rime of Cecco Angiolieri, a

selected volume of Angiolieri’s poetry in English.
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Traumgarten
 

The rattle-smash flowers

in the garden, I snuffle.

How they crackle

when the wind combs through.

They spark when plucked, and ooze

when sucked, their sour juices.

I have been sucking rattle-smash

since the moon bestirred.

My gullet throbs as the sparks

ricochet into my belly.

I have been sucking rattle-smash

since the owls, with their sickly eyes,

assumed their posts

in the moonlight-trees.

They love of the smell

of the liquid piquant.

On the limbs with delight

they judder.
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Anaïs Duplan (issue 7) was born in Jacmel, Haiti. They are a recent graduate

of Bennington College in discourse studies and poetry. In 2013, they attended

the Bucknell Seminar for Younger Poets, where they fell madly in love with

Jean Valentine and Dan Beachy-Quick. They are also a 2014-2015 member

of the HEIMA Collective in Seyðisfjörður, Iceland. Their sculptural work may

be seen at www.worksofanais.com.

 

Transom:
“Traumgarten” flirts with the idea of translation: the German title, the off-kilter

syntax. Should we understand it as a kind of translation? If so, from what to

what?

 

Duplan:
As a child, my first languages were French and Haitian Creole. When we

immigrated to the US, I quickly forgot my French, somehow retained my

Creole, and gained the English language. Later on, when I was about nine,

we moved to Havana, so I picked up Spanish as well. The oddity of language

itself – the charade of language, as a friend of mine likes to say – has always

been important to me, such that, even though I consider English to be my

primary language, I always want to come face to face with the syntactical

otherness of the non-English languages that I’ve accumulated.

 

I admire the translation that sustains the sense of the original language, which

tends to result strangely, since the foreignness of the text is there preserved. 

 

The poem occurred tome in a sort of dream German. (I am much more

proficient in German while I am asleep.) I wrote it in that stupor one feels

upon waking, just as the poem began to dictate itself to me. If anything, it’s a

translation from a jumble of dreamt idiolects into English.
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Transom:
This poem abounds with unnusally percussive verbs – “crackle,” “ricochet,”

“spark,” – but the poem seems to describe a dream state. Is your poem, like

Marianne Moore’s, an imaginary garden with real toads in it?

 

Duplan:
Moore’s dictum is a daunting one – to combine the raw material of poetry, in

all its rawness, with the genuine. Of course, she’s right. If the toads aren’t

real, then what’s the use? What do we have to hold onto? With regards to my

own dream garden, it hadn’t occurred to me that the poem’s percussiveness

was its pathway to the genuine, but I celebrate that idea – as though the aural

collisions of “crackle,” “pluck,” and “suck” were piercing through the aether of

the dream-state. I wanted for the garden to feel sincere, despite all its

playfulness – which isn’t to say that play and sincerity are mutually exclusive.

In fact, one is perhaps most sincere in the depths of play.
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The New York Mets!
 

He failed to scoop

With goose down hands

 

The gray falling fish

The dead dying duck

 

His fingers grazed the blades 

Just above the squib

 

Lungs releasing in jags

Shoulders fighting sag

 

The field said up

With dirt

 

There came a chorus

And it went Captain

 

My Captain mi capitán 

you must go down dirty

 

With your fat foreign 

Tongue lick the plate
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The New York Mets!
 

Some scandals have 

Horse legs

 

And wings of hawk-eagles

What have you got?

 

That is a car

That is an eyeball

 

Those are man-parts

That is a metro area

 

Go dig up my corpse

Mr Scoop

 

Mr Magic Shovel Fingers

I still hit anything

 

That moves

Here’s how: the hips 

 

Lead, the hands follow
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Jesse Lichtenstein (issue 7)’s poetry and prose have appeared in jubilat,

Denver Quarterly, Esquire, Octopus, The New York Times Magazine, The

Paris Review, Tin House, Salt Hill, The New Yorker, diode, and Boston

Review. He grew up in Southern Oregon and co-directs the Loggernaut

reading series.

 

Transom:
We read these poems together as commentaries on America – with the

addressees being immigrants who must “lick the plate” before being

embraced by the America of cars, man-parts, and metro areas. This should

be a grave topic, but your poems approach it with humor and absurdity.

What’s so funny about the New York Metropolitans?

 

Lichtenstein:
These poems come from a group of poems that play with difficult embraces –

new places and old poses, a bilingual (and/or bicurious) brotherhood, a patch

of ritualized grass in the middle of asphalt and concrete; the distance you

travel from your starting point and the hand or fist that greets you when you

get there. 

 

What’s so funny about the New York Metropolitans, in particular? I suppose

they’ve been the kicked-around younger siblings for most of their existence.

Let’s not forget Marvelous Marv Throneberry, the favorite fruit flavor of

Queens.  

 

Transom:
What’s the relationship between failure and swagger?

 

Lichtenstein:
If there’s virtue in swagger it’s that there is no relationship between it and

success or failure. Swagger is a kind of raincoat for reality.
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Whispering
 

Whether to answer the ringing, the whispering. One way or another, the

bumps crawl up my arms when I clean the gutters, if you call that living.

Despite textbook responses, she is far from home. The soul is a dog retaining

everything, giving itself away at the least touch, like all made things. I bathe

those ear sores and hip sores. A mosquito floats in this darkened room. If I

think of having a soul, even the dog is bitten. I spray lanolin on his flank, in his

armpit, on the split scabs around his anus. He licks my face. The bees are

dead, the garden is broken, the washer leaks, the summer place with toasted

buttered buns is closed and I am a plagiarist. Lights get doused by crickets,

the bean-wings eaten by does.
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Murmurings
 

The jaw on the floor has red handles. I oiled its semicircular teeth and turned

a black ring into water. I deserved, I thought, a long and wishful nap in my

extremely comfortable chair. A better grade of tape was what that pipe

needed, the other bearded man joked, a good one. My military flashlight

bends like an elbow and has a compartment filled with filters and diffusers.

The floors are cold on my knees. The enemy were beaten back at dawn along

the flank by a single platoon the sergeant commanded. Maybe it has

something to do with this broken toe I can’t lose. The children in Calcutta are

taking pictures. A loud cracking noise inside my room, three times, one then

one two. Perhaps a bucket of water has fallen through the sunlight. Wasn’t

there something, long ago, a love letter from the prince to his mistress? I’m

not well prepared to continue this indefinitely.
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Theodore Worozbyt (issue 7)’s work has appeared or is forthcoming in

Antioch Review, Best American Poetry, Crazyhorse, The Iowa Review, The

Mississippi Review 30 Year Anthology, New England Review, Po&sie, Poetry,

Sentence, Shenandoah, The Southern Review, TriQuarterly Online, and

Quarterly West. He has published two books of poetry, The Dauber Wings

(Dream Horse Press, 2006) and Letters of Transit, which won the 2007

Juniper Prize (The University of Massachusetts Press, 2008). Impossible

Objects appears in the inaugural issue of The Chapbook. His newest

chapbook, The City of Leaving and Forgetting, is just out in Country Music.

 

Transom:
In “Whispering” we get a picture of a world – nature, domestic spaces,

relationships – all broken. In this fallen world, what is still ringing?

 

Worozbyt:
The ringing continues, with it its saming, insisting tone. What changes are

similar whispers.

 

Transom:
“Murmurings” is full of digressions, encouraging us to look away from the

immediate force of disaster. These two modes make us wonder about the last

line: What is the speaker “not well prepared to continue”? Looking at disaster,

or looking away?

 

Worozbyt:
“This” leads to is this, whatever this is. What is not a way looking at disaster.
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Events Involving Glass at Coyote Lake
 

The bougainvillea is on fire. The bougainvillea 

Is glass. The bougainvillea is glass

That will be broken by the silent tide of night.

 

Our certified delivery smiles at us 

From the back of the truck, 

From its browned loveseat, a smile 

 

That infects our hands with the cutting howl

Of death, a face. Whatever you do, don’t look at it, 

At anything. Or else our baby’s crib 

 

Will move through the city while we sleep it off, 

While we wait for the knockknock that wakes us 

The moment before our nightmare of silver peaks. 

 

Fallen gallons of Wild Turkey 

Drip into the dry, crepitating, brush. 

What is it that is on fire? What is it

 

That won’t share its heat? Violent tree—

Jacaranda cannon—and this lake

Cut into the earth by a hopeless prisoner.
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His signature is illegible as were his confessions, 

Scribbles slit there with a shiv he made for himself.

The earth is a shining bulb of glass

 

That refuses to give the light it has stolen 

Back to the strange men that have picked it 

From the burning fields of yawning tomato.  

 

There is a hole in my back, a great patch 

Of coal.  That must be my skin, the notch in my spine

That I will never reach, that I cannot itch. And there,

The bugle sounds, and lifts up the sand.
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Britt Melewski (issue 7)’s poems have appeared in Puerto Del Sol, the

Philadelphia Review of Books, Sporkpress, Heavy Feather Review, and are

forthcoming in Tidal Basin Review among others. Melewski received his MFA

at Rutgers-Newark in 2012. He lives in Brooklyn. 

 

Transom:
Your use of repetition here is accretive, not recursive; it builds as it goes like

the house that Jack built. But it seems to build toward destruction. Can we

read in your poem an argument for the Yeatsian idea of history as endless

cycles of violence?

 

Melewski:
What a cool question—to compare “Events” to any Yeatsian idea is pretty

crazy. In a good way. Thank you. I’m humbled, but it wouldn’t be fair for me to

take credit for having an idea as humongous as Yeats. Yeats’ cyclical theory

is for geniuses with a lot of time on their hands to draw out wild diagrams. I

mean this with love. Instead, I drew from some of the issues I have with the

world: consumerism, a violent prison industrial complex, and the constant

mistreatment of workers—especially immigrant workers. The world is a violent

place. There is so much repressed compassion that materializes instead as

fear and greed.  
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There’s this video out there of a guy catching a foul ball at a baseball game.

The gif. has that haunting loop as they normally do. What’s supposed to be

interesting about the video is that the guy who catches the ball is on his cell

phone. He doesn’t skip a beat: he catches the ball (one handed) and fluidly

returns to his phone call. The nonchalance he displays is uncanny. What I find

more interesting, however, is the interaction between the man who catches

the ball and a nearby fan. It looks as though the nearby fan tries to snatch the

ball. And it’s the victorious man, the main subject, who yanks his hand away

from the would-be thief. It made me think of the wonderful opening section of

Delillo’s Underworld, the fight for Bobby Thomson’s famous home run ball.

Here’s the link. Maybe the neighboring fan was wishing him congratulations?

Maybe there’s more to it? Maybe there’s less? Either way, it’s a frightening

illustration of man’s nervous default. People seem to be unable to stop

fighting over these puny, meaningless scraps.

 

Transom:
What is it that is not on fire?

 

Melewski:
It’s a hope of mine that all persons and things be illuminated in this poem.

Whether the poem is trained on a package in the dank recesses of a UPS

truck, brown booze, a tomato, a migrant worker, the bougainvillea, or a

prisoner, whatever. I wanted each thing to throw from it a distinct aura, a hot

light. This poem—especially nearest the end— is supposed to have a choking

quality, or—as it says in the line “[a] notch in my spine/ That I will never reach,

that I cannot itch.” The long line leads into this uncomfortable scar or scab

that is unreachable. I wanted the reader to experience this. To grab for air

after the long line and stumble onto the feeling one gets after one lies in

grass. That wet/dry itch that one’s back might be covered in a swarm of plump

fire ants.

 

Everything is on fire, everything has an aura, a coat of illumination, nothing is

not on fire.
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Closet
 

I can hardly see 

through the slats.  I hunch and the coats sway 

like ancestors.  The cleats stink

like an old season.  My wife looks in 

at me looking out, saying hey 

are there any words in there?

I say yeah but 

they’re in here.  I say the closet 

is a museum of certain 

introspective articles

of clothing and memories

you can kind of bear.  I say 

I hate tiny rooms 

filled mostly with me.  My wife says who are you 

talking to and I tell her

nobody, which isn’t true.  There’s enough

in here for the smallest kind 

of life.  When I say

I’m talking to nobody, I mean

I’m talking to myself.
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Gregory Lawless (issue 2, issue 7)’s poems have appeared in Pleiades, The

Journal, Sonora Review, The National Poetry Review, Sixth Finch, La Petite

Zine, Best of the Net, Thrush, Ilk, and many others. He is the author of I

Thought I Was New Here (BlazeVOX, 2009), the chapbook Foreclosure (Back

Pages Publishers, 2013) and Dreamburgh, Pennsylvania (Dream Horse

Press, forthcoming). He lives in Waltham, Massachusetts.

 

Transom:
The speaker of “Closet” seems to think that finding words “in here” is

insufficient. Where do words belong?

 

Lawless:
I don’t think of words as such until they’re out of my head, my mouth, and part

of the physical world (as sound or print) and the social order (as signs). When

they’re in me, they’re not exactly words, not yet. They’re mired in a kind of

subjective hash, so mucked with interiority—their meanings private, peculiar,

often inaccurate—that their boundaries don’t hold. Self-words, I guess—which

are fine for me but unfit for public consumption. I mean, even the poems I

“memorize” crumble sadly inside me: “Churning and churning in the whitening

gyro / The auction cannot hear the auctioneer” So, if there’s a word (or line of

poetry) in me, in the closet of me, it’s both trapped and alloyed. It’s

somewhere it only half belongs. And the poem can rescue such words by

relocating them someplace where my lapses and fluctuations don’t dent or

dim them quite so much.
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Transom:
The isolation of this speaker is enhanced by his act of speaking alone. Is this

an ars poetica?

 

Lawless:
Almost. 

 

I think of the ars poetica as having a didactic purpose and force that “Closet”

lacks. This poem, among other things, dramatizes how I wrestle, over and

over again, with claustrophobic conceits (definition poems) and forms (small,

short-lined poems). My artistic habits put me in a sort of closet that’s both a

haven and a cage. I might be able to write prose poems, or something, for a

while, but I eventually return to this kind of poem. “Closet” attempts to give a

definitive account of what writing and circulating such a poem is like:

someone speaks from a jumbled privacy, through barriers of self and

clenched metaphor, to someone else who wonders whether the speaker is

really talking to anyone but himself. It’s more descriptive than prescriptive, but

it does record what the art of poetry is like for me, so you might say it’s just an

extraordinarily parochial ars poetica, if such a thing exists.
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from House Lights
 

                                                              cymbals crash

                                above the drone of searching off to climb out of the

window I feel

                                                             sorry for them

                                                      let go flames

 

blow sheet gown and kick ‘em to the floor

if you were drowning too a hurricane blew

your shingled roof into a blanket tossed    

you’d even tear your IV out to have

 

that blanket off at least you’d drive

your catheter out the tubes out of your 

nose don’t want this mess until 

everybody falls

        

into the lake hiss hiss the tip 

your face is clear your hand is resting

 

light the wick without the glass     

do not resuscitate

careful not to hold it too long 

else you’ll burn it blacken window 

 

if these are your eyes watch the garden 

butterfly at night

see the Common disappear

nearly blind in white

eat oyster half shells from the ice 

 

O Unhappy iron stars

the swaying trees are silent

through the trees are naked there

is still a will to move
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O Unhappy iron stars

the swaying trees are silent

through the trees are naked there

is still a will to move

 

I’m watching for music thank you

neither calling out to Death 

or tidying for company

come back silence ain’t so bad

it’s just another way to split

 

down I built and fed the fire

write goodbye goodbye

 

the money burned just leave me thank you I’ve enjoyed this sun

splinters years of sitting what’s a family anyway but

front row seats I even lit the candles

 

yes I know do not resuscitate thank you 

I’ve enjoyed this Lord’s light too

 

the elevator loves you

for dropping light

the voice rising never much as laid a hand

watered lungs thank you I’ve enjoyed this without 

 

your glasses or your

hearing aid thank you I’ve enjoyed this if I

don’t count the spiders in the basement 

thank you I’ve enjoyed this basement

 

clouding webs to weather thank you I’ve enjoyed this 

mother of my father thank you I’ve enjoyed this
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Henry Finch (issue 7) was born in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. His poetry

appears in or is forthcoming from The Seattle Review, jubilat, The

Massachusetts Review, The Denver Quarterly, VOLT, Wag’s Revue, and

elsewhere. He currently lives in Downeast Maine, where he teaches writing

and music, and edits Lit Passages.

 

Transom:
Can you tell us a bit more about the larger project from which this comes?

“House Lights” suggests a performance, setting us in the theater, which

complicates the intimacy suggested by this poem.

 

Finch:
House Lights is a book-length long poem about my family, my hometown in

rural North Carolina, and self-erasure. It was written as a continuous line and

used what I’ve settled into calling liminal syntax—a syntax that, for this poem,

allows for numerous voices to sing both melody and harmony. It is a syntax

that resists closure and results in accumulation and a circuitous approach.

Being voiced this way does compromise the poem’s intimacy, but its

allowance for polyphony outweighs occasional loss of intimacy as a formal

concern.

 

Everyone in my family speaks in the poem, so in that way it suggests a

performance, but one in which the lines are constantly interrupted and

overlapped (easier to read than stage, I’d imagine). I do not intend the poem’s

setting to be a theatre, but the title does have a theatrical origin. A stage

manager cues “house lights” as on/off signals for the theatre/aisle lights

before and after a performance and intermission, signaling the emergence of

a liminal space. This poem’s major preoccupations are memory and death—

quintessential liminal spaces (and wellsprings of motivation) that prolong and

complement each other.
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Transom:
This seems to be a poem in which language empties out: What should be a

pleasantry (“I’ve enjoyed this”) becomes a statement of despair. Once this

received language has been emptied out, what’s left?

 

Finch:
Being alive having encountered my past. 

 

“Thank you I’ve enjoyed this” are the last words my grandmother spoke to me

before she died. I was initially afraid of ending the poem with her voice, with

her words. Last words are sacred. When I was generating the second half of

what would complete House Lights and first wrote “Thank you I’ve enjoyed

this,” I realized I had something very loud on my hands. The words felt wild,

like they didn’t trust me, so I set out to break them. 

 

Repetition is easy. Timing is difficult, especially when timing the repeated

collision of the voice of Thought and the voice of Witness. To empty language

this way reveals something, and in the case of House Lights, it reveals a

cavern of saudade. Loosely translated from Portuguese, saudade is a

profound longing or nostalgia for something/someone lost, but there is no

word for it in English. I’m attracted to this failing of language. When I repeat

something in a poem, I am emptying it of its value so that new value can be

added from beneath.
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Transom:
This seems to be a poem in which language empties out: What should be a

pleasantry (“I’ve enjoyed this”) becomes a statement of despair. Once this

received language has been emptied out, what’s left?

 

Finch:
Being alive having encountered my past. 

 

“Thank you I’ve enjoyed this” are the last words my grandmother spoke to me

before she died. I was initially afraid of ending the poem with her voice, with

her words. Last words are sacred. When I was generating the second half of

what would complete House Lights and first wrote “Thank you I’ve enjoyed

this,” I realized I had something very loud on my hands. The words felt wild,

like they didn’t trust me, so I set out to break them. 

 

Repetition is easy. Timing is difficult, especially when timing the repeated

collision of the voice of Thought and the voice of Witness. To empty language

this way reveals something, and in the case of House Lights, it reveals a

cavern of saudade. Loosely translated from Portuguese, saudade is a

profound longing or nostalgia for something/someone lost, but there is no

word for it in English. I’m attracted to this failing of language. When I repeat

something in a poem, I am emptying it of its value so that new value can be

added from beneath.
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Last Night in the House, Together
 

Reeks of bacon & tampons—our kiddo’s

stashed away—the hall in shadow—I see

futures of ice & mold—you’re screaming

you, you—a fit of immolation—a protozoa

for my heart—blankness—now rifle your dildo

drawer & spit—you bruise almost like a kiwi—

stomp your back, too—wrecked, the kiddo’s

in the hall, a shadow stashed away—I see

through Xanax withdraw—a blossoming halo

of nerves on fire—my lungs heave, a scree

weighted with nails—sprung now, you flee

into a flora of chances—aggressor: tomorrow

reeks of bacon & tampons—my kiddo’s

stashed away—a shadow—the hall & the sea.
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And then there was Childhood, the Arthritic Root of Speculation
 

Pouring gasoline over the family dog’s back—chocolate

cowering—a potential explosion & then, loose lost fur 

patches fall among the ivy—not unlike panties, a blurry

fantasy—voice like a seraphim’s a cappella—a choate

motion, the cheerleader drops her pompoms—a spate

of tongues & moisture—the lunatic’s directive: lure

her family back, rupture the gas line—her dog’s chaotic,

an exploding potential—& then, loosened & lost, fir

needles land upon your shoulders—the season’s late

in your growth chart—I speak of reflection, a scorn

excised—alone, you march away from sound, a worn

worried path—a chickadee thrums—a lamb bleats 

over its family—the dogs bark them in line—collated

cowering—a potential explosion—your lost loose fur.
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Joseph P. Wood (issue 2, issue 7) is the author of four books and five

chapbooks of poetry, which include YOU. (Etruscan Press, 2015) and Broken

Cage (Brooklyn Arts Press, 2014; finalist for 2013 National Poetry Series).

 His work has appeared in Arts & Letters Daily, Beloit Poetry Journal, BOMB,

Boston Review, Cincinnati Review, Colorado Review, Denver Quarterly, Gulf

Coast, Indiana Review, Prairie Schooner, Verse, among other journals. He is

managing editor for Noemi Press.

 

Transom:
In issue 2 of Transom, you said, “I am not a formalist poet by any means.”

And yet, here we have a pair of domestic sonnets in a form at once wildly

strict and explosive. What’s up?

 

Wood:
Ah, but those aren’t sonnets! Those are rondels, part of the rondeau tradition

which my previous poems (triolets) were part of. So, you could say that my

interest in the triolet has blossomed out to the other medieval forms of formes

fixed, to such a point that poetry is dovetailing into music and very

rudimentary music theory. But these poems are explosive in similar ways of

the previous triolets you accepted – dealing with a relentless refrain, which

undercuts rhetorical authority (which, in many ways, is the opposite of the

sonnets). The difference, I suppose, is that I’m now dealing with lengthier

refrains and denser strophes – that shit is hard! Most of my experiments in

this form and its cousins (roundelays, Roundel, rondeau redouble, and the

almost impossible rondeau cinquain) have failed. But keep plugging away!
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Transom:
Nerves, you, the family dog, the gas line: what is it that is not – at least

potentially – on fire?

 

Wood:
Nothing in the opening eight lines – all that open apposition in the grammar

scheme. But in the final sestet, there is a more pensive and wistful move in

tone. And emotionally stuck. I want to write more poems where the speaker is

stuck – even as everything burns down. I’m less inclined these days to think

of myself capable of enormous change, and thus want poems that isn’t all

about my Catholic upbringing and belief in transcendence. These poems are

domestic, yes, but also are real crises of faith, I guess. These poems are

domestic, yes, but also are real crises of faith, I guess.
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sculpture on the parkway 
 

somewhere in the spaces 

of its bronze-tarnished-

 

to-teal curves is the secret

of being held together while 

 

still free to twist, to arc towards 

a horizon you’d dreamt alone
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Aimee Penna (issue 7) holds an MFA from the Bennington Writing Seminars

and lives near Philadelphia where she teaches ESL.  She’s also an editorial

assistant at The American Poetry Review and a member of the Philadelphia

Stories poetry board. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in

Columbia Poetry Review, Basalt Magazine, Meridian, Hawaii Pacific Review,

and Switchback.

 

Transom:
Your poem has a sculptural quality due it its insistent use of white space. Is

white space an adhesive? A source of torque? 

 

Penna:
Love the idea of torque.  White space is a place for thought and breath. To

quote Leonard Cohen out of context, “It’s how the light gets in.”

 

Transom:
We read the end of this poem as offering hope that “a horizon you’d dreamt

alone” can be approached “together” now – a kind of intimacy. Is this a love

poem?

 

Penna:
It’s a poem that hopes love still will allow for the soul to follow its necessary

trajectory. It’s an early love poem; it still has its doubts…
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trajectory. It’s an early love poem; it still has its doubts…
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Epistle
 

Find in this letter the child

and a small knot of sister.

Find that place I talked of once,

first the water and then the gulls.

Find refusal 

meaning wince when touched

and hold tight to the sand. 

Find a boat for escape,

find just in case.

Find I want you always young.

I want the sea to bloom forever.

Find, sincerely. 

Find, anyone who’s felt the ache

of a warm summer wave pull away.
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Jessica Bixel (issue 7) writes and works in Ohio, the state with the most

library visits per capita. Her work has recently found homes with Handsome,

Sink Review, District Lit, and Houseguest.

 

Transom:
The word “Find” operates in this poem as both request and command. Is this

a poem about not finding, but losing?

 

Bixel:
Can it be about the discovery of loss? It took me a while to understand that

my poetic space was almost entirely elegiac and “Epistle” was written on the

cusp of that discovery. The last line happened to me, in the way that some of

our best work seems not to be written, but, well, found. 

 

Transom:
Though this poem announces itself as an epistle, it’s really a commentary

upon a letter mostly withheld. Who is this poem addressing?

 

Bixel:
That is the mystery, isn’t it? I think it was Kate Greenstreet who said, “Making

up a poem is a way to share a secret without telling it.” And while this poem

might not be secretive in the sense that it is uncommunicative or unwilling,

this is a poem aware of the power (and burden) of secret-keeping.
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Stairs
 

When there are no windows,

when in spite, when underneath

the basement surges.

 

When pageless, when I stand up finally

in order to face myself and because of brightness

do not need a mirror, when I stand up and think

 

a phone call would help

and I call my brother who asks,

have you gotten up the stairs?

 

Have I gotten up the stairs? Yes,

I have gotten up the stairs of my body, and yes,

I can look out the window, and yes, I see.

 

I see my pagelessness come to surface. I see illness

is a type of speaking more uttered, more visible,

in short, more true. Yes, I’ll go back down again,

 

when in the kitchen a happiness pickles.

When priested and given up.

When by force the lovely creature weeps.
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Aditi Machado (issue 7)’s poetry has been published in The Iowa Review,

MiPOesias, Better Magazine, LIES/ISLE, and elsewhere. Her chapbook, The

Robing of the Bride, won the 2012 Collagist Chapbook Contest and appears

from Dzanc Books. She is the Poetry Editor at Asymptote, a journal of

translation. Currently she is a PhD candidate at the University of Denver.

 

Transom:
Does the illness speak through the body the way the poet speaks through the

poem?

 

Machado:
I think the first statement implied in the question is very apt: illness is a form of

intelligence that’s unavoidable, manifesting on the body with a clarity

impossible to poem and page. But I wonder about “speaking through” where

speaking is a verbal, cognitive action. Does the poem then filter and render

obscure/poetic some plainer truth the poet might otherwise have said? I think

also, off late, I’ve been questioning some idea of “voice” as an instrument

controlled by the poet, something calibrated by design, with the poem as

evidence of that calibration. Is calibration the screen through which the poet

speaks? On some level, I want for illness to disrupt that communication. 

 

Transom:
This poem is recursive; it keeps folding back in on itself as a way to proceed

forward. Does that paradoxical process reflect something in your writing

practice? How did you end up in that practice?

 

Machado:
Yes! And: it occurred to me, re-reading my poem as if it weren’t my poem,

that the speaker can go up the stairs and down, but has no destination, no

home. There is no linear narrative of success to making any decision about

how to proceed. It’s a moving up and down on some scale of consciousness

that’s become metaphor. I like for poems to enact their concerns, so the

movement can be felt instead of merely considered.
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Further Travels
 

For I walked through many more clouds

than ever I wished would stay.

 

For I walked through storm and strife.

For I walked over manyfine hills.

 

I whistled as I walked and walked a dog

while I walked, when I had a dog.

 

I walked beneath light toward darkness.

I walked backward and forward,

 

though speeches, talk of my people.

Through amber wavy grains I walked.

 

I walked the lands I could afford.

As far as my wits would take me.

 

And farther than my wits took me

I also walked. Because I walked 

 

with the gait of a man. Because I 

walked through the gates with many men.

 

Because I fated my step with a dogwhistle

that never did blow away.
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Poppies
 

All along, we wanted the sun,

some breathers. 

 

We wanted the big tickle.

Feather forth freedom. 

 

Gold that is our standard

singing merrier tunes.

 

Crows address the park here.

The august dragonfly recedes.

 

When the needle plunges

and relieves itself

 

you will open the good blood.

Take it like a human being.
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Matt Miller (issue 7) is a native of Long Beach, California who now lives
in New York.
 

Transom:
These poems strike us as commentaries on a particularly American brand of

individualism. Who are the “my people” whose talk the speaker of “Further

Travels” walks through? Similarly, the speaker of “Poppies” commands, “Take

it like a human being.” What’s inside the needle and why does it require “the

good blood”?

 

Miller:
While neither poem was written with a subject in mind, in retrospect both

seem preoccupied with mortality. The speaker in “Further Travels” wishes to

speak publicly to other Americans, while the speaker in “Poppies” is speaking

to a part of himself. The blood in “Poppies” is “good” because the speaker is

still alive.
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